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First in last, 2018, Jason Martin, Drypoint on stained paper, 83 x 73.5 cm 
 
“I think the unconscious is what drives meaning…it creates possibilities of image making. I give 
myself over to that, I make myself a passive-receptacle or a vessel or a tool.” – Jason Martin 

 
STPI presents “Meta physical”, an exhibition that chronicles the modes in which the dialectic 
relationship between matter and creative intuition is processed through the artist’s personal 
language of abstraction.  
 
Through a rigorous experimentation in print and paper, Martin’s practice of abstract painting 
is reinvigorated by the processual nature of printmaking and the introduction of new material 
qualities.   
  
In particular, the possibilities of embossed relief and paper casting have brought to Martin’s 
paintings a distinctive vocabulary of expression through a sustained exploration of line and 
gesture. The artist’s marks take on sweeping, continuous linearities in his drypoint 
compositions, while works of aquatint record drip-like traces. In his series of paper pulp 



paintings, textured images further occupy the space between the pictoriality of painting and 
the spatiality of sculpture.  
  
Positioning himself at one with a set of conditions and moments afforded by the residency, 
Martin tempers chance and intention to generate varying expressions of surface texture on 
which the bodily is inferred, and the unconscious made perceptible. 
 
 
ABOUT THE ARTIST 
 
British artist Jason Martin effects oscillations between sculpture and painting, with the vigour of 
action painting but a controlled hand. Drawing from abstract expressionism and minimalism, 
Martin makes paintings about paint – its materiality, sculptural presence and transformative, 
alchemical nature. He is perhaps best known for his monochromatic paintings, where layers of 
oil or acrylic gel are dragged across hard surfaces such as aluminium, stainless steel or Plexiglas 
with a fine, comb-like piece of metal or board in one movement, often repeated many times. 
Elsewhere, Martin does away with paint altogether in his wall-mounted casts of copper, bronze, 
and nickel, whose surfaces are unctuous but frozen. In pure pigment works, vivid colour is 
applied to moulded panels, whose baroque contortions appear like an extreme close-up of a 
painter’s palette. At STPI, Martin redirected his enduring spirit of experimentation to the 
medium of pulp and paper. 
 
Solo exhibitions include Schauwerk Sindelfingen Museum, Sindelfingen, Germany (2017); 
Pelaires Centre Cultural Contemporani, Palma, Mallorca, Spain (2016); Museum 
gegenstandsfreier Kunst, Otterndorf, Germany (2016); Le Consortium, Dijon, France (2012); 
Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Venice, Italy (2009); Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i 
Contemporani de Palma, Mallorca, Spain (2008) Centro Brasileiro Britânico, Sao Paulo, Brazil 
(2008); Kunstverein Kreis Gütersloh, Germany (2007) and Centro de Arte Contemporáneo de 
Málaga, Spain (2005). 
 
 
ABOUT STPI  
 
STPI is a dynamic creative workshop and contemporary art gallery based in Singapore. Established 
in 2002, STPI is a not-for-profit organization committed to promoting artistic experimentation in 
the mediums of print and paper and has become one of the most cutting-edge destinations for 
contemporary art in Asia. STPI sits alongside National Gallery Singapore and the Singapore Art 
Museum as part of the national Visual Arts Cluster of leading institutions in the region. 
  
STPI Creative Workshop is a rigorous space for pushing the boundaries of various print and 
papermaking techniques. Bolstered by specialised facilities and a highly qualified workshop team, 
STPI Creative Workshop produces unique collaborations with leading international artists to 
challenge conventions in art, explore new trajectories in their practice and share their experience 
with the public.  
  
STPI Gallery is an active platform that fosters the exchange of ideas in contemporary art with its 
diverse exhibitions and public programme. The gallery hosts specially curated exhibitions of 
works produced in the STPI Creative Workshop and regularly participates in international fairs. 
This enables it to nurture and sustain local and international interest in both its artist 
collborations and in the mediums of print and paper. The gallery’s public programme aims to 
engage and broaden visitor understanding of contemporary art, while collaborations with a 
variety of international curators, collectors and gallerists provide a holistic experience for 
audiences on a global level.  
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